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ABSTRACT Exoskeletons composed of rigid frames and joints have been widely implemented in reha-
bilitation application. However, the rigid mechanical structure introduces many problems, such as heavy
weight, large inertia, and joint misalignment. To overcome these undesirable inherent disadvantages of
rigid exoskeletons, the innovative contributions of this paper are to investigate the design and fuzzy sliding
mode admittance (FSMCA) control of a soft wearable exoskeleton with compliance tendon-sheath actuation
(CTSA) for multi-mode elbow rehabilitation training. The CTSA system is developed on the base of
the Hill-based muscle model to imitate the working characteristics of human muscle and improve the
compliance and coordination of human–robot cooperation. The FSMCA controller is capable of providing
patient-passive and patient-active therapies under different training intensities and encouraging the active
participation of the patients with various weakness levels. Further experimental investigations, including
the trajectory tracking experiments with/without admittance regulation, the step response experiments with
disturbance, the frequency response experiments, and the patient-active training experiments, are carried out
by three healthy volunteers. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed FSMCA
control scheme in achieving high control accuracy and favorable frequency response characteristic. Besides,
the training intensity can be qualitatively adjusted via appropriate admittance parameters.

INDEX TERMS Soft wearable exoskeleton, elbow rehabilitation, fuzzy sliding mode admittance control,
patient-passive training, patient-active training.

I. INTRODUCTION
Stroke is a serious neurological disease causing physical
disability and cognitive impairment. The statistical results
from the World Heathy Organization indicate that there are
more than 15 million people annually suffering from the
effect of stroke [1]. And about three quarters of the stroke
patients survive and need prolonged physical treatment to
recover motor functions in activities of daily living (ADL).
Clinical researches on the neurological rehabilitation train-
ing show that repetitive motions have positive effects on
improving the muscle strength and movement coordination
of affected limb and promoting the plasticity of brain. Tra-
ditionally, the physiotherapists need to manually provide
one-on-one treatment to the disabled patients based on their
own therapeutic experience, like passive movement guidance

and progressive resistive training. However, the conventional
approaches have many limitations, such as high labor inten-
sity, limited treatment outcome, long time consumption, sub-
jective therapy evaluation and high expense [2].

Compared with the traditional manually therapy, the robot-
assisted therapy is more suitable for the rehabilitation train-
ing after stroke, as it can deliver high-intensity training and
guarantee repetitive consistency. Moreover, the training data
and therapy effectiveness of patient can be precisely recorded
via the integrated sensing system, which enable diagnostic
measurement and quantitative optimization of the rehabili-
tation schemes [3]. In recent decades, many kinds of upper
limb rehabilitation exoskeletons, which imitate the human
arm skeleton and operate in parallel with the affected limb,
have been developed for the treatment of disabled patients.
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For example, Otten et al. developed a hydraulically powered
exoskeleton, named LIMPACT, to identify the reflex proper-
ties of stroke survivors and perform upper limb rehabilitation
training [4]. Keller et al. proposed an upper limb exoskele-
ton with audiovisual therapy interface, called ChARMin,
for the pediatric arm rehabilitation of children and adoles-
cents [5]. ETS-MARSE is a redundant exoskeleton with
seven degrees of freedom for superior extremity training [6].
Besides, many other exoskeletons have been developed for
arm rehabilitation, such as RUPERT [7], HES [8], ULEL [9],
and ArmeoPower [10]. These previous exoskeletons are typ-
ically composed of rigid frames to transmit force to the
ground or apply driving torques to human joints. However,
the rigid nature presents several practical challenges to the
rehabilitation application, such as heavy body weight, large
structure dimension and high power consumption. To reduce
the body weight of exoskeleton, many flexible transmission
systems have been adopted to separate the actuator from
the exoskeleton, such as tendon-sheath system [11], [12],
cable-driven system [13]–[15], and webbing ribbon [16].
Another serious drawback of rigid exoskeleton is that the
rigid links may impose undesirable interaction force on the
affected limb if the biological joints and robot joints are not
completely aligned. Various auxiliary mechanisms have been
integrated into exoskeletons to eliminate the hyperstaticity
resulting from misalignments, such as redundant joint [17],
shoulder mechanism with misaligned axis [18], self-aligning
platform [19], slider crank mechanisms [20], and double-
shelled links [21]. Unfortunately, these solutions lead to more
complex mechanism structure and lower system reliability.

Taking the aforementioned disadvantages of the rigid
exoskeletons into account, more and more researchers focus
on developing the soft exoskeleton with lightweight and low
inertias. The soft exoskeleton uses the clothing-like textiles
to interface with the body of wearer, and the compressive
force directly acts on the human skeleton during rehabilitation
training. Furthermore, since there are no rigid joints and
links in the wearable robot system, the joint-misalignment
problem can be effectively eliminated. At present, most of
the existing soft exoskeletons are focused on the assistance
of lower limb [17], [22]–[25]. Only a few of soft upper limb
exoskeletons have been proposed. O’Neill et al. developed a
wearable soft robot driven by textile pneumatic actuators for
shoulder assistance [26]. An upper body soft exosuit called
FlyJacket is develope by Rognon et al. for the teleoperation
of an immersive drone [27]. Copaci et al. proposed a soft
elbow exoskeleton based on shape memory alloy (SMA) wire
actuators. The major limitation is that the control accuracy
and driving force of SMA are difficult to guarantee [28].

The control strategies applied in the rehabilitation robots
directly determine the effectiveness of robot-assisted ther-
apy. The existing control schemes for rehabilitation train-
ing can be basically divided into passive mode controller
and active mode controller. Many fuzzy-based controllers
have been developed to compensate unknown disturbances
and improve the position control accuracy of passive mode

training [29]–[32]. The disadvantages of passive mode train-
ing is the lack of active participation of patient. Surface
electromyography (sEMG) signals [33]–[35] and electroen-
cephalogram (EEG) signals [36], [37] have been used in the
exoskeleton to detect human motion intention and provide
active mode training. However, the adjustment of rehabil-
itation training intensity is unrealizable for these control
strategies.

Taking the above issues into account, the contribution
of this paper is to develop a new soft wearable exoskele-
ton for the elbow flexion/extension rehabilitation training
of disabled patients. Besides, a novelty compliant-tendon-
sheath actuator (CTSA) is developed based on the Hill-based
muscle-tendon model to imitate the morphology of biolog-
ical muscle-tendon tissue. The CTSA is integrated into the
soft robot to provide active compliant assistance and ensure
interaction safety. In order to allow the disabled individuals
perform passive and active training based on their weak-
ness levels and treatment programs, a fuzzy sliding mode
admittance (FSMCA) control strategy is proposed, which can
adjust training intensity and encourage the active participa-
tion of patients. Finally, the effectiveness of the developed
soft exoskeleton and FSMCA control scheme are evaluated
via two types of experiments with three healthy volunteers.

II. DESIGN OF THE SOFT ELBOW EXOSKELETON
A. HARDWARE DESCRIPTION
A diagram of the overall structure of the soft exoskeleton
worn on the left and right elbows is shown in Fig. 1. It is
designed to assist the wearer suffering frommuscle weakness
perform elbow flexion and extension rehabilitation training.
The overall system is mainly consisted of two compliant
tendon-sheath actuator units, four tendon-sheath units, four
sheath supports, four anchor points, two guidance mecha-
nisms, and two soft wrap units combined with Velcro straps.
The actuator units are located on the backside of waist via
belts and braces. The diving forces from the actuation system
can be transmitted to the soft exoskeleton via tendon-sheath
units. The routing of the tendon-sheath is designed to pass
approximately through the biological joint center of shoulder
to avoid undesirable torque acting on the non-targeted joint.
The sheath supports mounted on upside of soft wrap are
used to sustain the pushing force from outer sheathes, while
the anchor points mounted on the bottom of soft wrap can
transmit the pulling force from the tendon to the human
forearm. The location and winding diameter of Velcro traps
can be adjusted to adapt to the subjects with body heights
ranging from 1.5 m to 2 m. The actuation unit is capable of
providing driving moment to the elbow joint, as the pulling
forces from the tendons deviate from the rotation center of
elbow. To ensure the fixation of tendons to human body,
the stiffness of the selected strap is relatively large to reduce
the elastic deformation under external pulling forces. Besides,
the soft wraps worn on elbow are moderately tight, and that
facilitates to distribute the load applied on the human body,
adjust tendon length, and maximize comfort. The guidance
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FIGURE 1. Overall structure of the developed soft elbow rehabilitation exoskeleton.

mechanismwith leading sheaves is located on the backside of
the elbow. It can adjust the transmission direction of tendon
in accordance with the elbow configuration and protect the
human body from the shear force from tendon. The total
weight and volume of the soft exoskeleton (including the
actuator) are about 2.37 kg and 1.65× 10−2 m3.
The inertial measurement units (IMU), force sensors, and

sEMG sensors are integrated into the soft therapeutic system
to acquire the real-time data of patient and robot in train-
ing. Two nine-axes IMU sensors (TELESKY, MPU9250) are
located on the upper arm and forearm of wearer to mea-
sure the configuration of each elbow. The miniature force
sensor (KINGNO, JLBS-MD) is mounted between the distal
end of tendon and corresponding anchor point to detect the
pulling force from actuator. The sEMG signals from the
bicipital muscle of wearer are obtained via the sEMG signal
measurement system (Sichiray, Sunlephant-6 EMG System),
which provide information on the scale of muscular power
and activation pattern. Considering the safety during training,
two mechanical end stoppers are mounted on the pulleys
to limit the range of motion of exoskeleton and protect the
wearer from excessive flexion and extension. Besides, the
electrical watchdog and monitoring program are applied to
observe the actual motor speeds, motor currents, driving
torques and pulling forces and supervise system functionality.
Two dead-man buttons can be pressed by the physiotherapist
and patient immediately to break the power supply in the case
of emergency.

B. COMPLIANT TENDON-SHEATH ACTUATION
The tendon-sheath actuation is a flexible transmission system
consisting of a slender helical tension spring as the outer

FIGURE 2. Schematics of the compliant tendon-sheath actuation system
developed based on Hill-based muscle-tendon model.

sheath and a steel wire rope as the inner tendon. It is capable
of providing remote power transmission through the narrow
tortuous space, and thus has been widely applied in designing
the robots with soft structure and small size, such as surgical
robots, rescue robots, and soft robots [38], [39]. Inspired by
the working principle of antagonistic muscles and tendon-
sheath transmission, a compliant tendon-sheath actuation sys-
tem is developed on the base of the Hill-based muscle-tendon
model to imitate the operating properties of human muscle
and, furthermore, improve the coordination and performance
of human-robot cooperation, as shown in Fig. 2. The Hill-
based muscle-tendon model has been commonly utilized
to describe the mechanical characteristics of muscle [40].
It consists of a contraction element (CE) generating the active
driving force, a series elastic element (SE) representing the
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FIGURE 3. Schematics of the compliant tendon-sheath actuator unit
(1-Outer sheath; 2-Pretension thread tube; 3-Tension sensors; 4-Guiding
wheel; 5-Inner tendon; 6-Pulley; 7-Shell frame; 8-Large driven gear;
9-Driving gear; 10-Servo motor; 11-Small driven gear; 12-Anchor point;
13-Series tension spring; 14-SEMG sensor; 15-IMU sensor; 16-Sheath
support; 17-Parallel pressure spring; 18-Force sensor; 19-Guidance
mechanism.

intrinsic elasticity of myofilaments, and a parallel elastic ele-
ment (PE) representing the passive force of tissues [41]. The
compliant tendon-sheath actuation is designed according to
this three-element model. More specifically, a tension spring
is connected in series with the inner tendon to work as the SE;
a pressure spring is connected in parallel with the inner ten-
don to work as the CE; and the tendon-sheath system works
as the PE to provide contraction force. The driving force
generated in the proximal servo motor can be transmitted
to the distal end-effector through tendon-sheath transmission
system with arbitrary configuration, and the deformations
of tension spring and pressure spring help to increase the
compliance of actuator. The parameters of each spring should
be determined in accordance with the parameters of Hill-
basedmuscle-tendonmodel. The proposed compliant tendon-
sheath actuation system has light weight, small dimension,
flexible structure and similar properties as the human muscle.
Therefore, it is applicable to the design of soft rehabilitation
elbow exoskeleton.

The compliant tendon-sheath actuator unit used for the
actuation of each elbow has been designed and shown
in Fig. 3. A servo AC motor (SGM7G, YASKAWA Inc.)
coupled to a planetary gear reducer (reduction of 40:1) is
mounted on the backside of shell frame to provide bidirec-
tional driving forces for the elbow flexion and extension. A
driving gear is attached to the output shaft of reducer and
engages with a large driven gear and a small driven gear
with different gear ratios, respectively. Two pulleys with a
diameter of 80 mm are connected to each driven gear via
shafts and keys. The proximal ends of two inner tendons,
made from stainless steel wires with a diameter of 1 mm, are
attached to the pulleys at the actuation side. The distal ends of
inner tendons firstly pass round the tension sensors (TAMEG,
JZHL-1) and guiding wheels and, after that, thread the outer

FIGURE 4. Schematics of the tendons routing on the elbow of wearer.

sheathes and are fastened to the soft elbow exoskeleton. The
outer sheathes are tightly wound springs made from 0.6 mm
alloy steel and have an inner diameter of 1.2 mm. The maxi-
mum torque generated by the compliant actuator is about 8.23
N ·m.

With the aim of eliminating the slacking problem due to the
elastic deformation of tendon, the tendon length and system
pretension can be adjusted by tightening or loosening the
pretension thread tubes installed on the top of shell frame.
Two pressure springs are packaged into the pretension thread
tubes in parallel with the inner tendons to work as the CE
of muscle model. On the other hand, two tension springs
are connected in series with the distal ends of inner tendons
to work as the SE of muscle model. The proximal ends of
sheathes are inserted into the pretension thread tubes to exert
pushing force on the pressure springs, while the distal ends
are fixed to the sheath supports. With the actuation of servo
motor, the rotation of pulleys can be transformed into the lin-
ear movement of tendons and, finally, actuate the biological
elbow joints with the soft exoskeleton.

C. ANALYSIS OF TENDON ROUTING
The compliant tendon-sheath transmission units in both sides
of joint are pulled in different directions to perform elbow
flexion and extension. In order to guarantee the movement
coordination of the two tendons attached to the elbow,
the transmission ratios of the diving gear and driven gears
should be determined based on the relationship between ten-
don displacement and elbow joint angle. The schematics of
the tendons routing on the elbow of wearer can be simplified
and shown in Fig. 4. The elbow is actuated by the flexion
tendon and extension tendon in agonist-antagonist configu-
ration. Points A and C denote the sheath supports located on
the upper limb. Points B and D represent the anchor points
located on the forearm. The length of flexion tendon between
points A and B is denoted as lf , while the length of extension
tendon between points C and D is denoted as le. The elbow
joint angle is defined as θ , and the radius of the elbow joint is
denoted as R. The elbow is completely extended when θ = 0.
The range of movement of the soft exoskeleton is limited
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FIGURE 5. The elongations of different tendons as the elbow joint angle
change from 0◦ to 90◦. (a) The length variations of the flexion tendon and
extension tendon. (b) The comparison result and fitting result of the
elongation values.

viamechanical stops andmonitoring program. Themaximum
elbow joint angle is 110◦. The widths of the upper arm and
forearm are all equal tom. The distances from the elbow joint
center to the intersecting surfaces, where the sheath supports
and anchor points are mounted on, are all equal to n.
Based on the geometrical relations presented in Fig. 4, the

length variations of the tendons, which change with the elbow
joint angle, can be calculated as follows:

1lf (θ ) = 2n−
√
m2 + 4n2 cos

[
arctan(

m
2n

)+
θ

2

]
(1)

1le(θ ) = Rθ (2)

where 1lf (θ ) and 1le(θ ) denote the elongation of flexion
tendon and extension tendon, respectively.

From (1) and (2), the elongation of flexion tendon can
be expressed as a nonlinear function of elbow joint angle.
According to the anthropometry in movement in biomecha-
tronics [42] and the established virtual prototype model of
soft exoskeleton, the following parameters are adopted to
analyze the relationship between 1lf (θ ) and 1le(θ ): m =
80 mm, R = 40 mm, n = 90 mm, θ = [0◦ − 90◦]. Thus, the
resulting elongations of flexion tendon and extension tendon
can be calculated and shown in Fig. 5 (a). It can be clearly
observed that the elongation of flexion tendon is larger than
that of the extension tendon. The solid line shown in Fig. 5(b)
gives the comparison results of the elongations of different
tendons. As can be found, the elongation of flexion tendon
is approximately proportional to that of the extension tendon.
Therefore, a line passing through the ordinate origin can fit
the comparison results. The dashed line shown in Fig. 5(b)
give the fitting result that minimizes the root mean squared
error (RMSE) between the actual and fitting elongations of
flexion tendon when1le(θ ) varies from 0 mm to 60 mm. The
obtained minimum RMSE is about 4.8 mm when the slope

FIGURE 6. The hardware architecture diagram of
Matlab/Real-Time-Workshop/xPC control system.

of the fitting line is set to 1.6. Thus, to avoid the undesirable
stain on the elbow that comes from the insufficient release of
different tendons, the transmission ratio between the driving
gear and large driven gear should be set as 1.6 times the
transmission ratio between the driving gear and small driven
gear. Meanwhile, the series springs and parallel springs of
actuation and the soft wrap can compensate the residual
elongation difference and improve interactive coordination.

D. REAL-TIME CONTROL SYSTEM
The real-time control system of the proposed soft therapeutic
exoskeleton is established in the Matlab/xPC environment
(Mathworks Inc.) with a closed-loop hierarchical architec-
ture, as shown in Fig. 6. The control system is set to work in
the dual-machine collaborative mode. It is mainly composed
of a host control layer and a target control layer which are
established in two industrial personal computers (IPC-610H,
Advantech Inc.) respectively. The host controller is in charge
of generating the Simulink control models based on the pre-
defined control strategy. And then, the control models can be
translated into the executable control codes and transmitted
to the real-time target controller through RS232 serial port.
The target controller is installed with a real-time-workshop
kernel and capable of executing the embedded algorithms and
controlling the exoskeleton operation. The feedback analog
signals from the IMU sensor, force sensors and sEMG sensors
are acquired by two high-precision analog-to-digital (A/D)
converters (PCL-818H, Advantech Inc.) inserted into the
industry standard architecture (ISA) slots of target computer.
A third order low-pass Bessel filter with a cut-off frequency
of 40 rad/s is utilized to filter the acquired signals and min-
imize the readout noise. The envelope of the sEMG signals
can be obtained after the signals were full-wave rectified by
a moving average window of 100 ms. Besides, two digital-
to-analog (D/A) cards (PCL-726, Advantech Inc.) with an
analog output resolution of 12 bits are installed in the target
computer. The analogue channels of D/A cards can trans-
form the digital control commands, generated in the real-time
target computer, into analog output signals and regulate the
running of servo motors. The sampling rates for the host and
target control layers are all set to 1 kHz.
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III. CONTROL OF THE SOFT ELBOW EXOSKELETON
A. DYNAMIC MODELING
Thewearable soft elbow exoskeleton is a typical human-robot
interaction system, thus the dynamic modeling of the overall
system should takes into consideration both the human joint
and soft exoskeleton. Assuming that the elbow movement
is constrained to the sagittal plane. According to the exist-
ing literatures [43] and the schematics of elbow illustrated
in Fig. 4, the dynamic model can be established by utilizing
the Lagrange formulation, as shown follow:

τ+τh= (Jh + Jex)θ̈+Vhθ̇+g(mhLh+mexLex)[1−cos(θ )]

+ fhsign(θ̇ )+ Ft + Du (3)

Here, Jh and mh denote the inertia and mass of the human
forearm; Jex and mex represent the inertia and mass of the
wearable components of exoskeleton, including the soft wrap,
force sensors, springs, and so on; Vh is the viscous damping
coefficients of elbow joint; Lh and Lex denote the distances
of from the center of mass of forearm and exoskeleton to the
elbow joint, respectively; g represents the gravitation vector;
fh denotes the solid friction coefficients of elbow joint;Ft
is the system friction from the tendon-sheath transmission
system; Du is the lumped effects of uncertainties including
external disturbances and modeling errors; τ represents the
driving torque from the servo motor; τh is the joint torque of
elbow produced via the contractions of antagonist muscles.

According the torque transmission model of tendon-sheath
system proposed in our previous study [38], the transmission
relationship between the driving torque from servo motor and
the output torque of tendon-sheath system can be shown as
follow:

τ =
τtr
R
+ sign(θ̇)2Trλµ (4)

where τt represents the output torque of tendon-sheath sys-
tem; r denotes the radius of the pulleys in actuator unit; T
and λ denote the pretension value and total bending angle
of the tendon-sheath transmission system; µ represents the
Coulomb friction coefficient between the inner tendon and
outer sheath. In the developed soft exoskeleton prototype,
the pulley radius is set to be equal to the radius of elbow, thus
the tendon-sheath friction can be obtained from (4), as shown
follow:

Ft = τ − τt = sign(θ̇ )2Trλµ (5)

The predicted elbow joint torque can be estimated via
the sEMG signals from the bicipital muscle using the linear
proportional model developed by Ao et al. [44], as shown
follow:

τh = GTMIVENEMG (6)

where G reflects the assistance gain for sEMG to torque
conversion; TMIVE is the maximum torque during isometric
voluntary extension trials at 90◦ elbow flexion angle; NEMG
denotes the processed sEMG signals using the maximum
recorded data and normalized to the range from 0 to 1.

Then, inserting (4), (5) and (6) into (3) gives the overall
dynamic model of the human-robot interaction system, i.e.,

τ = (Jh + Jex)θ̈ + Vhθ̇ + g(mhLh + mexLex)[1− cos(θ )]

+ sign(θ̇ )(fh + 2Trλµt )+ Du − GTMIVENEMG (7)

B. PATIENT-ACTIVE ADMITTANCE CONTROL
The effectiveness of the robot-assisted training therapy is
directly depended on the control strategies applied to the
therapeutic robot system. The robot controllers should be
determined according to the hemiplegia degree and reha-
bilitation progress of the disabled patients. The traditional
control schemes can be basically divided into two categories
to indicate the involvement of subjects in rehabilitation train-
ing: the patient-passive mode control scheme and the patient-
active mode control scheme [45]. The patient-passive train-
ing is suitable for the patients completely paralyzed with-
out any muscle contraction at the early stage of therapy.
The therapeutic robots assist the impaired limbs passively
conduct repetitive training along desired reference trajectory
with small tracking errors. On the other side, if the patients
have recovered partial of motor capability, the patient-active
training is capable of integrating the active participation and
motion intention of patients into the rehabilitation training,
which benefits to the improvement of treatment efficiency.

With the aim of realizing both the patient-passive mode
training and patient-active mode training via the proposed
soft elbow exoskeleton, an admittance control strategy with
a fuzzy sliding mode controller (FSMC) as the inner position
control loop is developed to regulate the robot configuration
and human-robot interaction force during training.

According to the geometric relationships between tendons
and elbow shown in Fig. 4, the interaction torque acting on
the elbow can by computed via the pulling forces measured
by the force sensors as follow:

τelbow = F1 sin
[
θ

2
+ arctan(

m
2n

)
]√

n2 +
1
4
m2 − F2R (8)

where F1 and F2 represent the pulling force from the flexion
tendon and extension tendon, respectively.

The torque errors 1τ between the desired interaction
torques τd and the actual interaction torque τelbow can be
transmitted into the an admittance filter to calculate the value
of joint angle regulation,1θ̃ . The desired admittance charac-
teristic describing the relationship between interaction torque
and elbow joint angle can be shown as:

1θ̃ = (τelbow − τd ) · δF = 1τ · δF (9)

where

δF =
1

Md s2 + Bd s+ Kd

Here, δF represents the admittance value of system; Md ,
Bd , and Kd denote the inertial gain, damping gain, and stiff-
ness gain of the admittance filter.
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Thus, we can get

τd = τelbow −1θ̃
[
Md s2 + Bd s+ Kd

]
(10)

From (10), it can be found that, for the same joint angle reg-
ulation, the increase of the admittance value leads to less error
between the actual and desired interaction torque. By select-
ing the appropriate admittance parameters, the therapists can
modulate the compliance of human-robot interaction and
training intensity based on the practical recovery status of
patients and the results of rehabilitation evaluation.

The actual joint angle error of elbow exoskeleton is defined
as:

1θ = θ − θd (11)

where θd and1θ represents the desired elbow joint angle and
tracking error, respectively.

Then, the admittance error ξ is defined as the difference
between joint angle error and calculated joint angle regulation
and can be expressed as follow:

ξ = 1θ̃ −1θ = (τelbow − τd ) · δF + θd − θ (12)

According to (7), the dynamic model of the human-robot
system can be rewritten as:

θ̈= (Jh+Jex)−1
[
τ − Vhθ̇ − G− Ff − Du + GTMIVENEMG

]
(13)

where

G = g(mhLh + mexLex)[1− cos(θ)]

Ff = sign(θ̇ )(fh + 2Trλµt )

The switching function of the sliding surface of inner
FSMC-based position controller is defined via the admittance
error and expressed as follow:

S(t) = ηξ + ξ̇ (14)

where η denotes a positive constant of proportional gain.
The deviation of the sliding variable can be expressed as:

Ṡ(t) = ηξ̇ + ξ̈ (15)

Then, inserting (12) and (13) into (15), the following equa-
tion can be obtained:

Ṡ(t) = ηξ̇ + (τ̈elbow − τ̈d ) · δF + θ̈d − θ̈

= ηξ̇ + (τ̈elbow − τ̈d ) · δF + θ̈d
− (Jh + Jex)−1

[
τ − Vhθ̇ − G− Ff − Du

+GTMIVENEMG
]

(16)

The control input of the sliding mode controller (SMC)
mainly consists of two terms, i.e., the equivalent control term
and the hitting control term [46]. Totally, the general form of
SMC algorithm can be expressed as:

u = ueq + uhit (17)

Here, the equivalent control term ueq, which attracts the
system states to desired position and determines the system

FIGURE 7. The input membership function for S(t).

dynamic property along sliding surface, can be derived as
the solution of Ṡ = 0 excluding the lumped effects of
uncertainties, i.e., Du = 0. Therefore, according to (16),
we can obtain:

ueq = (Jh + Jex)
[
ηξ̇ + (τ̈elbow − τ̈d ) · δF + θ̈d

]
+Vhθ̇ + G+ Ff − GTMIVENEMG (18)

Nevertheless, the equivalent control term cannot guarantee
the control performance with undesired external disturbance
and the variation of system parameters. Thus, the hitting
control term uhit should be applied to keep the system state
lying on the sliding surface and eliminate the influences of
perturbations.

It is well known that the discontinuous sign function has
been widely used as the hitting control term of SMC to guar-
antee the system stability with uncertainties [46]. However,
the serious chattering problem caused by the sign function
may leads to high frequency unmodeled dynamics and poor
control performance. Therefore, a fuzzy logic control strat-
egy is developed as the hitting control term to mitigate the
chattering phenomenon in our study.

The fuzzy hitting control term with the normalized sliding
variable S(t) as input linguistic variable can be expressed as
follow:

uhit = FC (S(t)) (19)

Here, FC(·) is a single-input single-output nonlinear fuzzy
control law developed using the Mamdani fuzzy inference
algorithm [47]. In the process of fuzzification, the mem-
bership functions of the fuzzy input variable are scaled and
decomposed into three trigonometry/trapezoidal fuzzy parti-
tions, which are expressed as N (Negative), Z (Zero) and P
(Positive), as illustrated in Fig. 7. Besides, the membership
functions of the fuzzy output variable are divided into three
subsets as NE (Negative Effort), ZE (Zero Effort) and PE
(Positive Effort), as illustrated in Fig. 8. Then, the linguistic
fuzzy rules are extracted to determine the input-output rela-
tionship of fuzzy logic inference mechanism. Each combina-
tion of input variable value and corresponding input member-
ship function activates one hitting control action based on the
fuzzy IF-THEN rules predefined as follows:

• Fuzzy rule 1: If S(t) is N, then uhit is NE;
• Fuzzy rule 2: If S(t) is Z, then uhit is ZE;
• Fuzzy rule 3: If S(t) is P, then uhit is PE.
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FIGURE 8. The output membership function for Uhit (t).

For the fuzzy defuzzification operation, the center-of-
gravity defuzzification process is selected to calculate the
output variable of fuzzy logic inference mechanism. This
approach can achieve high control sensitivity to the input
variation and efficient calculation process. Then, the fuzzy
hitting control law can be obtained as follow:

uhit =
63
j=1σjA(σj)

63
j=1A(σj)

= σ1A(σ1)+ σ2A(σ2)+ σ3A(σ3) (20)

where 0 ≤ A(σj) ≤ 1 denotes the firing strength of rule j,
and the sum of the firing strength of each rule satisfies the
following equation: A(σ1) + A(σ2) + A(σ3) = 1. σ1 =
−σ , σ2 = 0, and σ3 = σ represent the center of output
membership function NE, ZE, and PE. Here, σ denotes a
predefined positive constant. Thus, the real-time adjustment
of hitting control law can be realized based on the variation
of sliding variable.

From the proposed membership functions and fuzzy rules,
the following four situations can be summarized:

a) If S2 < S(t), then only rule 3 is activated. We can get:
A(σ3) = 1, A(σ1) = A(σ2) = 0, Uhit (t) = σ3A(σ3) =
σ .

b) If 0 < S(t) ≤ S2, then both rule 2 and rule 3 are
activated. We can get: 0 < A(σ2) ≤ 1, 0 < A(σ3) ≤ 1,
A(σ1) = 0, Uhit (t) = σ2A(σ2)+ σ3A(σ3) = σA(σ3).

c) If S1 < S(t) ≤ 0, then both rule 1 and rule 2 are
activated. We can get: A(σ3) = 0, 0 < A(σ1) ≤ 1, 0 <
A(σ2) ≤ 1, Uhit (t) = σ1A(σ1)+ σ2A(σ2) = −σA(σ1).

d) If S1 > S(t), then only rule 1 is activated. We can get:
A(σ2) = A(σ3) = 0, A(σ1) = 1, Uhit (t) = σ1A(σ1) =
−σ .

Then, according to the analysis results of the above four
possible situations, it can be easily found that:

S(t)[A(σ3)− A(σ1)] = |S(t)| · |A(σ3)− A(σ1)| ≥ 0 (21)

Finally, by combing (17)-(20) and considering the above
four different situations, we can get the complete FSMCA

FIGURE 9. The overall block diagram of the FSMC-based admittance
control strategy.

control law, i.e.,

u = (Jh + Jex)
[
ηξ̇ + (τ̈elbow − τ̈d ) · δF + θ̈d

]
+ Vhθ̇

+G+ Ff − GTMIVENEMG + σ [A(σ3)− A(σ1)] (22)

The overall block diagram describing the proposed control
scheme is presented in Fig. 9. The system stability with
the proposed control strategy is analyzed via the Lyapunov
stability theory. Define a positive-definite Lyapunov function
candidate as follow:

V (t) =
S2(t)
2

(23)

Differentiating (23) with respect to time and using (16),
we can get that:

V̇ (t) = S(t)Ṡ(t)

= S(t)

 ηξ̇ + (τ̈elbow − τ̈d ) · δF + θ̈d−
(Jh+Jex)−1(τ − Vhθ̇ − G− Ff − Du
+GTMIVENEMG)

 (24)

Then, inserting (16) into (24), we can get that (25), as
shown at the bottom of this page.

From (21), (25) can be rewritten as follow:

V̇ (t) = −(Jh + Jex)−1σS(t) [A(σ3)− A(σ1)]

+ (Jh + Jex)−1S(t)Du
= −(Jh + Jex)−1σ |S(t)| |A(σ3)− A(σ1)|

+ (Jh + Jex)−1S(t)Du

V̇ (t) = S(t)

 ηξ̇ + (τ̈elbow − τ̈d ) · δF + θ̈d−

(Jh + Jex)−1
{
(Jh + Jex)

[
ηξ̇ + (τ̈elbow − τ̈d ) · δF + θ̈d

]
+

σ [A(σ3)− A(σ1)]− Du

}
= −S(t)(Jh + Jex)−1 {σ [A(σ3)− A(σ1)]− Du} (25)
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FIGURE 10. The soft exoskeleton prototype worn by a healthy subject.

≤ −(Jh + Jex)−1σ |S(t)| |A(σ3)− A(σ1)|

+ (Jh + Jex)−1 |S(t)| |Du|

=−(Jh+Jex)−1 |S(t)| [σ |A(σ3)−A(σ1)|−|Du|] (26)

Here, the lumped effects of uncertaintiesDu is supposed to
satisfy the following assumption:
Assumption 1: The boundary of the uncertainty term can

be limited by a positive constant γ as follow [48]:

|Du| < γ (27)

Therefore, from (26) and (27), it can be found that if the
positive constant of hitting control law σ is chosen as follow:

σ ≥

∣∣∣∣ γ

A(σ3)− A(σ1)

∣∣∣∣ (28)

Then, inserting (27) and (28) into (26), we can get:

V̇ (t) ≤ −(Jh + Jex)−1 |S(t)| [σ |A(σ3)− A(σ1)| − |Du|]

≤ −(Jh + Jex)−1 |S(t)|

×

[∣∣∣∣ γ

A(σ3)− A(σ1)

∣∣∣∣ · |A(σ3)− A(σ1)| − |Du|]
= −(Jh + Jex)−1 |S(t)| [γ − |Du|]

≤ 0 (29)

Here, we can observed that V (t) is positive definite, while
V̇ (t) is negative definite. Moreover, when S(t) tends to infin-
ity, V (t) also approaches to infinity. Thus, the proposed con-
troller satisfies the Lyapunov stability criteria. The proposed
FSMCA control strategy is globally asymptotically stable
even when the system uncertainties occur. The admittance
error ξ will gradually converge to zero and approach the
sliding surface (i.e., S(t) = 0) in finite time.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Upon completing the mechanical hardware design, dynamic
modeling and FSMC admittance controller development, two
kinds of experiments, including the patient-passive mode
training experiments and the patient-active mode training
experiments, were conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of
the proposed soft exoskeleton system and control algorithm,
as shown in Fig 10. The servo driving motor was set to run

in torque control mode, and it can provide assistive forces
to the human elbow based on the executed control algorithm
and feedback sensing signals. Three healthy neurologically
intact subjects with different anthropometric parameters (H1:
male, weight/62 kg, height/1.72 m; H2: male, weight/70 kg,
height/1.83 m, H3: female, weight/51 kg, height/1.62 m) par-
ticipated in this research and provided consent before exper-
iments. The implemented experimental protocols have been
approved by the Institutional Review Board at the Nanjing
University of Aeronautics and Astronautics.

A. PATIENT-PASSIVE MODE TRAINING EXPERIMENTS
The passive-mode training experiments have been divided
into four different sub-experiments. More specifically, the
trajectory tracking experiments without admittance regu-
lation, the step response experiments and the frequency
response experiments were carried out to validate the control
performance of the inner FSMC position controller during
patient-passive training, while the trajectory tracking exper-
iments with admittance regulation were conducted to ana-
lyze the compliance of human-robot interaction with differ-
ent admittance parameters. The experimenters were required
to comfortably wear the rehabilitation exoskeleton and per-
form repetitive passive training on right elbow without active
participation. The experimental results of the FSMCA con-
troller were compared to those of a cascaded proportional-
integral-derivative (CPID) controller [49] and a conventional
sliding mode controller (SMC) with a proportional-integral-
derivative (PID) sliding surface [50].

1) TRAJECTORY TRACKING EXPERIMENTS
According to the overall block diagram of the proposed con-
trol strategy shown in Fig. 9, the inner FSMC controller is
in charge of regulating the exoskeleton configuration accord-
ing to the predefined training trajectory and the value of
elbow angle regulation that is output from admittance fil-
ter. Actually, the FSMC-based admittance controller can be
converted into a position controller to track the predefined
training trajectory, if the admittance parameters are all set
to infinity. Therefore, the trajectory tracking experiments
without admittance regulation (i.e., Md → ∞, Bd → ∞,
Kd → ∞) were carried out to demonstrate the control
accuracy of inner FSMC controller. The desired elbow joint
trajectory was defined to follow a sinusoid wave trajectory
with time-varying frequency and peak-to-peak amplitude.
The first eight seconds of the desired elbow trajectory saw a
frequency of 0.25 Hz and an amplitude of 90◦, which then
changed to 0.5 Hz and 60◦ from the moment t = 8 s to
t = 14 s. In the last two seconds, the frequency and amplitude
changed to 1 Hz and 45◦, respectively. The controller param-
eters of CPID scheme were firstly estimated by utilizing the
Ziegler and Nichols approach and then carefully optimized
through trial and error [51]. The parameters of conventional
SMC algorithm were optimally modulated via intensive tests
to improve control accuracy and ensure system stability. The
parameters of the proposed FSMCA controller were set to
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TABLE 1. Statistical results of the patient-passive training experiments with different control algorithms.

FIGURE 11. Comparison results of trajectory tracking experiments with
different control strategies. (a) Comparisons between the desired
trajectory and the actual trajectory; (b) Comparison of position tracking
errors.

η = 8.6, S1 = −10.5, S2 = 10.5, σ = 26.2, Md = Bd =
Kd = 1012.
The comparison results of trajectory tracking experiments

conducted by H1 with different control strategies are shown
in Fig 11. More specifically, Fig. 11(a) shows the compar-
isons between the desired trajectory and the actual trajectory,
and Fig. 11(b) presents the histograms of position tracking
errors of different control schemes. As can be found, the posi-
tion control precision of the proposed FSMCA controller
are better than those of the CPID controller and conven-
tional SMC scheme, while the performance of the CPID
strategy is the worst. The RMSE decline from 6.48◦(CPID)
and 4.41◦(SMC) to 2.28◦(FSMCA). Regarding the maximum
absolute errors (MAE), the FSMCA algorithm obtains small-
est value (i.e., 4.86◦) in comparison with those of CPID algo-
rithm (i.e., 12.3◦) and conventional SMC scheme (i.e., 8.56◦).

FIGURE 12. Results of step response experiments using different control
strategies.

The statistical results from the trajectory tracking experi-
ments conducted by H1, H2 and H3 are all summarized
in Table 1, which demonstrates that the proposed FSMCA
control algorithm is capable of guaranteeing the trajectory
tracking precision in patient-passive rehabilitation training.

2) STEP RESPONSE EXPERIMENTS
To study the transient response performance of the devel-
oped FSMCA control strategy, the step response experiments
were conducted using different control strategies. Moreover,
in order to analyze the sensitivity of each control scheme to
the outer uncertainties, an external disturbance was applied to
the forearm at the time about 3 s. The step input commandwas
defined to flex the elbow exoskeleton with a displacement
of 45◦ at the time of 0.5 s. The control parameters of each con-
trol strategy were the same as those employed in the previous
trajectory tracking experiments. The comparison results of
the step response experiment conducted by H1 using different
control methods are shown in Fig. 12. It can be observed
that the proposed FSMCA control algorithm achieves the best
step response performance and robustness. More specifically,
the rising time of FSMCA controller, i.e., 0.19 s, is smaller
than those of CPID controller, i.e., 0.58 s, and conventional
SMC scheme, i.e., 0.24 s. Furthermore, the 5% setting time
declines from 0.51 s (CPID) and 0.28 s (SMC) to 0.17 s
(FSMCA) during step response experiment. Regarding to the
overshoot, the FSMCA controller produces a smaller value
i.e., 1.98%, in comparison with that of the conventional SMC
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FIGURE 13. Bode diagrams of the frequency characteristics with different control strategy. (a) Magnitude characteristic; (b) Phase characteristic.

algorithm, i.e., 6.15%. The overshoot of CPID scheme is
the smallest, i.e., 1.02%. In addition, the overshoot resulting
from the disturbance and the duration of transient phase are
about 11.46% and 0.21 s for the FSMCA scheme, which are
smaller than those of CPID scheme (18.66%, 0.37 s) and
SMC scheme (16.21%, 0.29 s). The statistical results from the
step response experiments conducted by H1, H2 and H3 are
all summarized in Table 1. Experimental results indicate
that the soft exoskeleton can achieve fast response, small
overshoot and strong robustness with the designed FSMCA
control algorithm.

3) FREQUENCY RESPONSE EXPERIMENTS
The compliant tendon-sheath system applied in our research
is capable of imitating the actuation of biological muscle-
tendon tissue and providing remote compliant force trans-
mission to the elbow exoskeleton. Nevertheless, the highly
nonlinear properties of the compliant tendon-sheath transmis-
sion, such as friction, hysteresis and the compliance of tendon
and springs, have negative affect on the control bandwidth
of robotic system. Therefore, the sinusoid wave trajectory
tracking experiments, with frequencies ranging from 0.1 Hz
to 10 Hz, were carried out to further analyze and compare the
closed-loop frequency properties of different control strate-
gies. Fig. 13 describes the Bode diagram of the frequency
response experiments conducted by H1. The displacement
transfer characteristic of soft elbow exoskeleton is defined as
the transfer relationship between the desired input trajectory
references to the actual output trajectory responses during
position tracking experiments.

The comparison results of the system closed-loop
magnitude-frequency characteristics under different control
methods are presented in Fig. 13(a). The system bandwidth
reveals the frequency at which the magnitude value declines
3 dB from the low-frequency value. It can be seen that the
closed-loop system bandwidth under the developed FSMCA
control algorithm is about 4 Hz, which is wider than the
bandwidths under CPID controller, i.e., about 1.5 Hz, and the
conventional SMC control strategy, i.e., 2 Hz. Moreover, the
corresponding closed-loop phase-frequency characteristics
under different controllers are shown in Fig. 13(b). We can
observe that, with the increase of control frequency, the phase
angle of each controller decreases basically in coordination
with their magnitude value. The phase angles of the designed
FSMCA control algorithm decreases more slowly than the

TABLE 2. The admittance parameters of different working conditions.

phase angles of CPID controller and conventional SMC
schemes. The statistical results of the frequency response
experiments conducted by H1, H2 and H3 are all summarized
in Table 1.

To analyze the influences of the elastic components on
frequency response characteristics, the results of CTSA are
compared to those of the pure tendon-sheath actuator without
tension springs. As can be found, the bandwidth of tendon-
sheath actuation under FSMCA controller (FSMCA-TS) is
about 8 Hz, which is wider than that of CTSA. Besides,
the phase angle of CTSA decreases faster than that of tendon-
sheath actuation. Thus, it can be found that the compliance
feature of CTSA degrades the frequency response property
of actuator. Nevertheless, since the position control band-
width during rehabilitation training is generally limited in
the range from 1 Hz to 3 Hz, the developed exoskeleton
driven by CTSA and the proposed FSMCA control scheme
are suitable to be utilized in the practical elbow therapeutic
operation.

4) TRAJECTORY TRACKING EXPERIMENTS WITH
ADMITTANCE REGULATION
The purpose of the aforementioned patient-passive training
without admittance regulation is to ensure the repetitive tra-
jectory tracking accuracy during rehabilitation training, and
that is applicable to the disabled patients at the acute stage
of hemiplegia and completely paralyzed without any mus-
cle contraction. However, if parts of the motor functions of
patients have been regained but still weak, the patient-passive
training with admittance regulation contributes to enhanc-
ing the compliance and comfort of human-robot interaction
and protecting the patients from excessive traction forces.
Moreover, the actual training trajectory can be adjusted by
the patients based on the interaction forces measured by
force sensors. In order to analyze the control performance
of the proposed FSMCA strategy with admittance regulation,
the experimenter H1 was required to passively conduct the
trajectory tracking experiments with three groups of different
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FIGURE 14. Trajectory tracking experiments with different admittance
parameters.

admittance parameters, as shown in Table 2. In this case,
the exoskeleton was commanded to follow a sinusoid wave
trajectory with a frequency of 0.25 Hz and amplitude of 60◦.
The experimental results with different admittance filters are
shown comparatively in Fig. 14. The RMSE under Condi-
tion1 is 6.68◦, meanwhile the RMSE under Condition2 and
Condition3 are 12.6◦ and 18.9◦, respectively. The experi-
mental results indicate that the deviation between the desired
training trajectory and actual training trajectory tends to
increasewith the decrease of admittance parameters. Bymod-
ulating the admittance parameters of the developed FSMCA
controller, the system compliance of the rehabilitation robot
can be changed to satisfy the passive-training requirement of
patients with different weakness levels.

B. PATIENT-ACTIVE MODE TRAINING EXPERIMENTS
The major shortcoming of the patient-passive mode training
is that the motion intentions of patients cannot be inte-
grated into the treatment. Clinical therapy experience indi-
cates that, for the patients with hemiplegia at recovery stage,
the rehabilitation training combined with the active partici-
pation of patients facilitates to accelerate the regain of motor
ability. The patient-active mode training experiments were
conducted by different subjects to evaluate the feasibility
of proposed FSMCA control strategy in free arm operation
training, which can effectively induce the voluntary efforts
and participations of patients during rehabilitation training.
In this experiment, the motion intention were detected by
the pulling forces from the distal ends of flexion tendon
and extension tendon. The proposed FSMCA controller can
modulate the configuration of human-robot system based
on the desired mechanical admittance characteristic and the
real-time interaction torque calculated from (8). The desired
training position was defined to flex the elbow rehabilitation
exoskeleton with a constant displacement of 45◦. During the
experimenters, all the subjects were commanded to actively
perform reciprocating elbow flexion/extension movement on
the sagittal plane with different admittance parameters. The
position deviations were generally limited within the range
of 0◦ to 90◦. The relation between the interaction torque and
position deviation presents the difficulty and intensity during
patient-active training.

Three groups of different parameters were implemented
to the admittance filter to research the patient-active control

FIGURE 15. Results of patient-active training experiments conducted by
the healthy subject H1 with different admittance parameters. (a)
Interaction torque between human elbow and soft exoskeleton. (b) Time
histories of elbow displacement. (c) Amplitude of sEMG signal from the
bicipital muscle of wearer.

performance with different admittance experimental condi-
tions, as shown in Table 2. The volunteers needed to repeat
the patient-active free arm training experiment five times
for each condition. The duration of each training time was
set to 30 seconds. In order to analyze the impact of admit-
tance parameters on the performance of active mode control,
the training process was divided into three different phases.
More specifically, the subjects were required to train with
large admittance parameters (Condition1) in the first 10 sec-
onds, which then changed to medium values (Condition2)
from the moment t = 10 s to t = 20 s. Finally, the last ten
seconds saw small values of admittance parameters (Condi-
tion3). According to existing research literature [52], the scale
and variation of human limbmuscular power can be estimated
via the sEMG signals from the corresponding dominant mus-
cles. Therefore, in the patient-active training experiments,
the sEMG signals from the bicipital muscle, which dominates
the elbow flexion/extension movement, were measured and
analyzed to compare the training intensity with different
admittance parameters.

Fig. 15 presents the results of patient-active training
experiments conducted by H1 with different admittance
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FIGURE 16. The comparison results of the RMS sEMG values of different
subjects and admittance parameters.

TABLE 3. Statistical results of comparing the RMS EMG values under
different experimental conditions.

parameters (single trial), including the variation of human-
robot interaction torque, the time histories of elbow displace-
ment and the corresponding amplitude of sEMG signals.
As can be found, the elbow joint configuration is basically
changed in accordance with the driving torque exerted by
the experimenter, and that realizes the active participation of
patient during rehabilitation training. Moreover, for the same
free arm training task, the decrease of admittance parameters
will lead to smaller interaction torque and sEMG activity. The
feature of the sEMG signals shown in Fig. 15(c) is extracted
by using the root mean square (RMS) method. As a result,
the RMS sEMG value under the first experimental condition
is about 1.12 V, and that is larger than those under the second
condition, i.e, 0.73 V, and the third condition, i.e, 0.38 V.
Besides, the overall experimental results of different subjects
and admittance parameters in six trials are summarized and
shown in Fig. 16 and Table 3. It can be clearly found
that the active-training intensity can be qualitatively adjusted
by changing the admittance filter of the proposed FSMCA
controller, and the amplitude of sEMG signals vary from
trial to trial and person to person in the same experiment.
In addition, the patient-active experiments were also carried
out using the tendon-sheath actuator without elastic elements,
and the results indicates that the proposed CTSA system can
effectively enhance the comfort, compliance and interaction
coordination of rehabilitation training. Thus, the experimen-
tal results of free arm training demonstrate that the developed
FSMCA algorithm is capable of providing efficient patient-
active rehabilitation therapy with different motion resistance
and training intensity. In practical rehabilitation training
application, the admittance filter should be rationally adjusted
to satisfy the capabilities and requirements of different
patients.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the major contributions are the design of a
wearable soft elbow exoskeleton driven by the novelty CTSA
system, and the development of a FSMCA control strategy
that can realize patient-passive and patient-active training
with different interaction compliance and training intensity.
The major hardware of the soft therapeutic robot and the
CTSA system designed based on the Hill-based muscle-
tendon model were introduced. With the aim of improving
the control accuracy in patient-passive training and induc-
ing active participation of patient in patient-active training,
the FSMCA controller is developed on the basis of the
dynamic model of human-robot interaction system. A fuzzy
controller is integrated into the controller to mitigate the
undesirable chattering problem and ensure the asymptotic
stability of closed-loop system using Lyapunov stability the-
ory. Two kinds of experiments, including passive training
experiments and active training experiments, were conducted
by three healthy subjects to evaluate the control performance
of the developed exoskeleton and control algorithm. Exper-
imental results show that the FSMCA scheme can achieve
higher position control precision, stronger robustness, and
better frequency response characteristic when compared with
the conventional CPID and SMC methods. The human-
robot interaction compliance and training intensity of reha-
bilitation training are directly affected by the admittance
parameters.

Future works will be focused on the structure optimiza-
tion of soft exoskeleton for better comfort and simpler
wearing procedure. Besides, the improvement strategy of
controller parameters for better training effectiveness will
be researched. The human-robot dynamic model will be
optimized by taking the soft features of muscle tissue and
straps into account. The soft exoskeleton for shoulder and
wrist rehabilitation will be designed and combined with the
elbow exoskeleton prototype to realize completed upper limb
training.
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